CORRIGENDUM II

Reference is invited to Global Tender Enquiry referred above for the procurement of Sports equipment for the Sport discipline of Judo. The following are the changes/ amendments/ addendums issued as per Section 2 (vi) of the Tender document:

1. Reference Tender No. for the Sport of Judo may be read as Tender no. 11/NGOC/Sports FA/2018-19.

2. The last date of Bid submission may be read as 22\textsuperscript{nd} March 2019 instead of 8\textsuperscript{th} March 2019

3. The Date and Time for Technical Bid opening for the sport discipline of Judo may be read as 28\textsuperscript{th} March, 12 pm and for Financial Bid opening may be read as 5\textsuperscript{th} April, 12 pm.

-Sd-
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